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As medical professionals it is our job to be experts in exercise prescription.  Just as medical doctors 

prescribe specific medications for a disease, we as health professionals must be able to give specific 

orders of exercise variables to maximize our athletes’ strength gains. The number of repetitions, sets, 

intensity, rest time and planes of motion are a few of the variables that must be factored in on each and 

every exercise we suggest to our athletes. 

This article will focus on the fundamental principles of strength training along with the different 

variables that must be considered to maximize strength improvements on a lower leg program utilizing 

the new Total Gym Jump Trainer. 

These are the variables to analyze when prescribing exercises: 

1. Reps or repetitions – refers to the number of times one performs a particular “weight” or

movement during an exercise.

2. Sets – the sequential collection of reps.

3. Intensity – is the effort that is performed to complete a set.

Figure 1 below is an excellent chart that will guide the medical professional to select the 
appropriate intensity of a specific exercise. This chart (Figure 1) will help determine the 
muscular physiological result that is desired, the time under tension that is needed to create this 
response (based on reaching near failure), appropriate rest time in between sets, the 
percentage of 1 ep max the weight will be, the fuel source that will be activated (this is 
important for sport specific training purposes) and the average reps range to create the 
response (based on a 5 second per rep rate of movement).

 Figure 1 



A few take home points are: 

• Select the intensity (time to near failure) that will not compromise the athlete’s joints,

ligaments and soft tissue. For most rehab situations, staying in the 6-25 reps zones

(intensities below 75% of 1 rep max) will provide adequate intensity for strength gains

while not causing undo stress.

• Just selecting reps as your determining factor without incorporating both intensity/time

to failure into your prescription will not result in the muscle’s desired physiological

changes. For an extreme example, lifting a pencil for 2 reps will not build maximal

strength because the intensity was too low as well as the time to failure was not close to

occurring. Reps must be based on intensity and time under tension to reach failure.

• The Total Gym Jump Trainer provides a specific loading chart (Figure 2). This is based on

the athlete’s body weight and the level/angle of the Total Gym Jump Trainer and allows

the medical professional to objectively document the specific intensity.

 Figure 2 

4. Volume – refers to the total worked performed (reps x sets x weight) in a specific workout

session. The latest research consensus state that the ideal volume is 30-60 reps per “big muscle”

group per workout and 15-30 reps per workout for the “smaller muscle” group. (The smaller

muscles are often activated/used during the “bigger muscle” targeted exercises.)



Take home point: 

• Looking at volume alone without examining the intensity along with the time under

tension to near failure is misleading.

For example: 3 sets of 8 reps = 24 reps at a moderate intensity - creates a combination

of muscle strength and hypertrophy. While 8 sets of 3 reps = 24 reps at a high intensity -

creates mostly strength gains. Both have the same amount of volume but different

physiological outcomes.

5. Frequency – how often one is training a specific muscle group per week. As a general rule of

thumb, heavy intensity training (training that involves greater than 60% of 1 rep max - high

intensity, low reps) usually requires 48 hours rest whereas endurance training (generally less

than 60% of 1 rep max - low intensity, high reps) requires 24 hours for optimal recovery time.

6. Types of contractions

o Isotonic contractions – are contractions of the muscle that create force by shortening

the muscle (concentric – creates force and power) and then elongating (eccentric –

necessary for decelerating and controlling movement) the muscle in response to an

opposing force. Remember that eccentric contractions can create 20% more force as

compared to a concentric contraction.

o Isometric contractions – are contractions without changing the length of the muscle.

This type of contraction is used for gaining stability and control in the body.

o Plyometrics – is a specific type of contraction that involves a very fast loading phase

(eccentric) to the muscles which then causes a stretch reflex to involve a powerful

(concentric) contraction. These plyometric contractions can be safely used on the Total

Gym Jump Trainer by adjusting the height/intensity of the Total Gym Jump Trainer.

Remember the forces created by a plyometric contraction are greater than the forces

that could be developed by the same athlete’s voluntary contractions. Therefore a

proper assessment and understanding of the athlete’s condition (current muscle

strength, if in rehab guidelines by medical doctor, athlete’s current balance and

proprioceptive levels) must be in place before attempting even a low level intensity

plyometric.

7. Speed of contractions – the tempo of the repetition determines the effect of the muscles. This

refers back to Figure 1.

For example – if you perform a very slow rep, a rep that takes 45 seconds to reach failure, the

training effect onto the muscle is hypertrophy/muscle endurance strength that will use the

lactate energy system whereas 1 rep that takes 5 seconds to failure will create a maximal

strength/neural stimulus response and use the ATP/PC energy system.

8. Planes of motion – the body functions in all three planes of motion and effective strength

training must include training in all three of these planes.

o Sagittal plane – this plane separates the body into left and right. Movements/forces in

this plane are forward and backward such as flexion and extension. (Video 1)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxsC3WFWjk0&list=PLtYwAtZ8sKy7UKv5TbIdZik6rCgwNaVEU&index=1


o Frontal plane – this plane separates the body into front and back. Body 

movements/forces are either moving toward or away from the midline of the body. 

(Video 2) 

 

o Transverse plane – this plane separates the body into top and bottom. This plane is a 

rotational plane of movement/forces. (Video 3) 

 

Also note that the Total Gym Jump Trainer includes a Slide Distance Regulator (SDR) which can 

limit the range of motion of the movement for training or rehab purposes. (Figure 2) 

 

In summary, the understanding of training variables is a must in order to elicit the appropriate muscle 

gains that we are looking for in our sports performance and rehab clients. The Total Gym Jump Trainer 

allows a medical professional to take athletes all the way from a post-operative state to sports 

performance exercises with one exercise apparatus! 
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